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`Fort Wayne Inservice Program

An ..Examination of the Content Area Reading Inservice Program

oat Fort Wayne Community Schools ,

'Indiana, like other states, has its sharedbf secondary teachers, who

have.never been prppared to teach reading qr have been poorXy prepared,
1

students who are functionally illiterate or who.have not mastered the

content area courses and declining achievement scores, The problem of

,

teachers and students deficient in skills and knowledge is widespread;,

therefore, Indiana is attempting.to solve its problems'in several ways:

by minimum competency testing; improved pre-service training;iana improved

jnservice training.

Minimum competency testIng,has now become a part of the educational

System. Local school corporations have to deal with the reality of

complying with Rule C-1., .adopted by the Commission on General Education
,1

of the Indiana State Board of Education, which mandates that each district

carry out its own educational improvement plan. In'order to assist the cs

corporation's in carrying out%this mandate, the Comprehensive As'essment

and Program Planning SysteM (CAPPS) was developed and a set of guidelines

' was writttn.
.

CAPPS allows fox the voluntary use- of test results as a

graduation requirement,- Because there was general agreement that the Pre-

service preparation of secondary teachers to teach reading has been

/
inadequate, the state has had a requirement for three years Viet every

secondary teacherpdst have a tilorte-6redit course in teaching content

reading 16- l)ightschool students. All colleges, in Indiana that offer

programs in teacher education offer such courses since to be certified

to teach a student needs this course. Realizing that mandating minimum

Nl
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competency testing and a pre-service reading course is necessary but slot

sufficient for improvement in teacher and student perf6rmance. ;The state

is also focusing on. improvement of inservice programs in content reading.
% -

The Division of. Reading Effectiveness of the Department of Publicx.

Instruction this-year has set up nine regional reading-in-the-content.

, area workShops t6 meet the needs of content reading and.is publishing a

book for secondary teachers with 4uldelines:on how to 'iticorporate reading

in their content areas.

There is good °reason for the State Department of InstructiOns giving

top priority to secondary reading,- Although reading inservice has'been .

,

around for 25 to 30 'years, it,has not been a si'gnificant aspect
.

o, secondary
,/

-.school programs. The Secondary Reading Committee of the Indiana Coencil

of IRA recently surveyed the switondary reading program throughout the

statelLockwood 8 Glbsoh;1979). The ComMittee found that only 50% of

the respondents indicated that there was an existing reading inservice
-t

' program in their schools. Another finding wp that.66% of tie respondents

felt Shat 'some outside assistance %.ouldLbe helpful in Planning an in:-

service program to meetthe needs of their secondary schobls. Data frOm

the survey alSb showed'thet. reading, study skills in.thecontent areas was 1"\l

the topic most often sellected by the respondents (77%) as a 'topic that
t

would'best meet Ihe'needs of their staff at the present time. It is

clear that there is'a definite need to pro5lote secondary reading

service,' that content area reading is on the, rise in popularity, and that

teachers. apd school sYsten,feel they need outside assistance in planning
. 4

content' reading programs.
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To help secondary schools.and teachers set up content area reading '

programs, the Division of Reading Effectiveness this. year is offering a

series of nine olio-day workshops entitled 'Reading in the.Coftent Area:"

(

The purpose of the workshops is to explore the nature of a content area.0

reading program and present various Methods for planning and initiating

such a. program. To insure that the ideas presented are, relevant to-the

needs of educators, Division of Reedrngl,Effectiveness personntl consulted

university personnel who consult in content area program ploning and

(
local educatOrs who have content area programs. They visieed schools

where the prograth directors felt their content reading'progra'ms were

successful,' interviewing program directors and teachers and making slides,

in order to present these programs as possible models for other schools

in the workshop sesstons. They found that the'programs fell into two

resource-based categories: those developed by employing in-house staff *

and those employing butside consultants. One of the school systems they

visited where the secondary content reading program was judged successful

by s4-lool personnel was Fort Wane Community School System (FWCS), 'Fort

Wayne, Indiana. The program in this school- system falls into the

category of those developed by employing outside consultants.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the inservice and content

reading program in the Fort Wayne secondary schools and evaluate it as a

possible model for other schools. The first part of the paper will des-
4

cfibe the program, giving 'information about its background and history,
-t

theoretical basics and rationaole, objectivesssumptions, and instruc-
.

tional procedures.. In other words, i )t will give a description of the

J
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eneral framework of the program and how it is operational izeds. The second

p-art of the paper wil I -evaluate the program as to its relative merits in

meeting criteria for inservice programs and helping Students learn from

content texts. The last section examines the impact of this program on
/

the local and. state level.. The information for the description was

received primarily from interviews 'with Fort Wayne school personnel and

.

The Division of Reading Effectiveness personnel and, materials supplied by

the program dl rector at For't Wayne Community Schools.

Description of the Program

Background and History

Unders-tand Ong Fort 1.1aynel s phi losophy of reading inservice and cur-
.

ricultis necessary fo, understanding the secondary content reading
- .

, .
t ^

program. According to .Dr. David Platt, Director of CurriCulum Develop-ent
.

ffor Fort Wayne,Community Scllool System, inservice for grades K-3 .'.41 i

1

emphasizes skills. There are two basic sets -of inservice patterns for

these grades: (a) inSe'ryice to help the teacher become a better manager .0

of student curriculum. Somettmes?' fbr instance, Houghton Mifflin provides
\

the' inservice to helpteachers becorll complete managers of their program,
c '

I
Particularly the ,paper and pencil aspect. i tb) inservice to help teachers

become better diagnosticians and prescci,bers..- Dr. Platt feels good
A

diagnoses are a.dime,a dozen but/good- prescribers are rare. He believes

there are only twelve or so good ones-in the .United States. Betwee/ n

grades 4-9, the main emphakes in inservice has been On diagnosis and
4 ,

remediation. WO most of the,inseeyicel the middle and secondary grades

is content reading.

e
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Fort Wayne school adminIstrators are hoping enough skills are acquired

41
fin 1-3 so &tudents can, handle the print in grade 4; no contents

:

reading appears until 4th grade. In addition, grade"eqiiiiialincy growth

rates level off by then; there. is a spurt from. K-3, but a leVeling off

after grade 3. Students are assumed to be decoding by 4th grade when they

begin Indiana History, basic geography, and science. No besets are.used

in Fort Wayne after 6thgrade but the system is considering going back to

besets. FWCS believes that besets offer a streamline'management 'system.

and that besets make it easier for teachers to get.at the skill 'system,,

helping them differentiate-between good and poor readers. When reading

texts, were adopted two years ago, th-,e middle schools adopted texts from a
.4

company different from the basals in grades 1-3. It was a hodge-podge.

- situation and not a program. In seventh grade the -range in grade level

eqyivalency scores becomes very wide. In goverment classes in the 12th

grade, tl-keie grade levels in reading. The lack of a'total base-1.4'4
5

I

program for reading for all grade leels and the new C-1 Competency Act

in Indiana motivated FWCS to intensify reading in4ervice or content pree:

0
teachers in middle and secondary schools.

' The present content reading program began fi.ve years ago at Snider

4*
HtghtSehool: At that time Dr. "Platt, Assistant Principal of Wder High

1

School,-formed-a secondary reading committee: The committee, acting on

Dr. Platt's suggestion, recommended hiring Dr. Marjory Shoemaker to pro-
.

vide reading,inservice for the staff. ,Dr. Shoemaker, at that time a

free -Dance consultant, hail formerly been a graduate assistant and fellow

at Syracuse University, working lth Dr. Hal Herber, an expert in content

1
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1

area reading. Dr. Shoemaker made a presentation at a faculty meeting, an
..

awareness session about content area reading for the total staff.

.
,

Mr. Petrie, the principal, asited for - volunteers from tontent raple to

make a commitment to meet with Dr. Shoemaker every other month the rest

pf the school year. This meant Wednesday after school two hours and

Thursday and Fray during preparatjon'hour, a totar'of four hours a week .

in addition to any outside of class preparation that was needed. Out of
0

'70 teachers present, 26 signed up.

The following day; Dr'. Shoemaker met with small groups giving informa-

tion and speci.fictuggestions. This led to other sessions in small group's

that first year. The first year fotused,on awareness of the Herber

_program of content reding"and classroom techniques. The whole yea*r was

Pent developing awareness and basic Wits of being able to manipulate

the product. .Teachers*from all subject areas were represented- -art, music,

industrial arts, English, science, math, social studies, etc. The sine))

groups were interdisciplinary and became a support group, meeting 12-16

times.that first year with Dr. Shoemaker, who provided a total of 20 days

of inservice. Dr. Shoemaker worked for FWCS on a part-time basis. the

first year, spending every other month at Snider High School. During the

month betWeen visits, the volunteer content teachers worked on material

construction,that helped them understand the concepts of the Herber content

reading program used by Dr. Shoemaker, making three level guides that they

used later in their classroom. Teachers receivet close supervision th

first year with Herber's concepts interpfeted emonstrated by

Dr. Shoemaker and their many questions answered.
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Teachers perceived Dr. Shoemaker as a qualify person from the

beginning and appreciated.her helpfhlness. According to Dennis McClurg,

a former 6ocial'studie teacher at Snider and present Assistant Principal
, k A

at Northrup High. School, Fort Wayne, the catalyst for bringing .

Dr. Shoemaker back the second year was Assistant Principal Platt.,; He was

dynamic orceful , and respected by teachers for his 6niterest'in and

knowledge curriculum. Cr.' Platt feels strongly that/if a school goes

into content reading, an understanding of the li-erature that Lipports,it

is vital. One of the significant pieces of the literature is by Gagne'

in the area of information processing on the subject of four marlicy concepts,.

He believes for inservice to work, that sustaining interest in the project

on the part of one consultant is necessary.. Becadse of Dr. Platt's

inservice philosophy, knowledge of content area reading-literature, and

his dynamic personality along with the teacher support of a practical

. curriculum-'Orieh.te inservice program, FWCS was persuaded to make a

commitment to have Dr. Shoemaker continue her consulting op a long term

basjs.

Dr. Shoemaker continued working with teachers in,the content-area

reading program fof three more years. She provided a total of 60 days of

inservice the second year, 100 days the third year and 180 days,the4th
./

year as a full -time staff member. Since the first year focus4d on awareness

and classroom techniques, the second year focused on teachers' using these

to develop a four to six weeks teaching unit. Teachers' became somewhat--

less deperide'nt on DJ.. Shoemaker; and other teachers, impressedthy what

they saw going on'the first year, volunteered to work with the consultant.

The third year was spent on classroom testing and evaluation, and the

I
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foUrth on developing local expertise. Teachers who had been with the -'

rnseryice program from the beginning taught others who were new. By tJ

end of the four years the program had been extended to six high sehools

and thirteen middle schools. Dr. Shoemaker trained 25 teachers as in-
_

house experts who are continuing the program now that sje.....3s no longer

s
- on staff. Teachers meet outside of school hours with these in-house'.

experts receiving from 16-20 hours additional inservice time each year:
\ .

In

)

addition, the school developed a product bank to which teachers ,

continued to submit their lesson designs.

This is the fifth year of the cOent reading' inservice prOgram at

FWCS. The pattern for all five years has remained the same,-commitment,

'time learning the concepts, and materials. Each year more teachers and

schools have become i9volved on'both midle'schoOl and secondary levels.

The program has been funded with federal and state monies. Last year

FWCS spent $42,000 for cdnsultart fees and travel (taken from their

program development and evaluation fund) for the content reading program.

They were willing to-invest tfe money' last year and the previous years .

because the cost will be conside;ably less in the future using in-house

experts to continue' the program, FWCS plan.to hire'their own teachers

to do future content reading inservice; to attract teachers to this idep

of peer teaching, teachers are not only paid by the hour but are given

4

clock hours on the salary, schedule. Last suipmer FWCS and Indiana-Purdue

University at Fort Wayne offered a two week, .5 credit workshop course

taught by Dr. Shoemaker to teachers and administrators in the Fort Wayne .

schools.. Teachers who had previously worked,with Dr1 Shoemaker and some

o
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new teachers and adminittrators learned the theory of the Hal Herber

program and made products. Hal Herber's book Teaching Reading, in Content

Areas, second edition and his video -taped program were used as well as

Dr. Shoemaktr's demonstrations, dectures, and examples.

This year,,Dennis McClurg wrote a proposal which was accepted by the

school board asking that the course attendees be allowed to recruit n601

teachers for inservice-and teach them. The schooClibrard would select the

in-house teachers and pay them $8.00 an hour with the mor'ey coming out of

the Program Development and Evaluation Committee Budget. Apparently the

plans are' l:froceeding toward this goal. Ken Richardson, reading teacher at

Snider High .School, after working-with Dr, Shoemaker for four years and

taking the course last summer, reported recently that he end others'-are

now'active in setting up a program to Leaq other teachers. Although

continuing the jnservice using master teachers is time consuming for

those regular classroom teachers, they are enthusiattic about it because

they believe in the program and see this as a nice way to supplement their.

income.

Dr. 4119tt stated that although Dr. Shoemakerfs approach was different

intome,raspects from Herbef's, the differences were superficial. He 'felt

that her approaclvas superior to Hal Herber's'video-taped approach.

According to Dr. Platt,.Herber's,video-taped presentation, Reading Across

the Curriculum was filled with jargon and couldn't stand alone. After

seeing it, he felt frustrated. Even though, it may be a solution for

.

smaller school corporations because % it
is less costly, he felt,it was a

waste of money. A consulianellike Dr. Shoemaker is necessaey to answer the
9

many gugstions that arise. , Her approach is basically interdisciplinary,

11
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using free periods to make.,briktIveseritatjon, using examples of the. - .-, ':',.
- .iii fferent reading pides Oct. -ate ng,for teacher products based on the

. t
,,, , ,--

.
,

example's., I t is an interactive approach using small. groups. The teachers
) . . .#

learn 60%; of the inservice knpwledge f rbm each other in the small gt-oups. ,,,
Art teachers inform social ,studies arid:math' Teachers; about hpw they use

and design the guidep readin ides, for instance. 'Feathers were

encouraged to produce products and a; bank was established. Each month'a `I
...-

bibli'Ography of the currenf products -in the .balik is prepared and

distributed to the teachers*
i

Theoretical Basis for the Herber- Based Inservice1131`ograin at -FWCS,

Dr. Plitt noted that the theoretical basis for the content reading 41Ik
1

inservice at FWCS is Robert Gagne' s information processing. theory.. Gagne'

and White '(1978) state that modern learning theories support the-basic
, .

notion that the effects of instruction may best be understood by explit)rin`c-the three term relation: Instruction > Memony Structure > Learning

fOutcomes. The aims of instruction often include the-)establ iskment of; more

than one kind of memory structure, irrespective of the degree of spec'ificity

expre9see in the instructional oBjective. 'Memory str tures ,are related
-.'to knowledge stating and rule application learning outcomes. Knowledge, , 1

stating. can be measured by measuring tie retention of knowledge in terms., .. .
. I ,. . , .of completeness and' correctness,of pc4oposhional meaning and by measuring

. . ,

inferences making using "near" and "for transfer" Assessment 9f ,rule
. .

*g.. appl ic at ion involves retention and transfer of the rule to. novel situations,
,

IP 1 r1 < .using vertical and lateral
t . ral transfer. , . .i

.... ..,,
. .

i. Four kinds of organized memory structures have been dist)inOuishcd: a
.., ,

.. ,,,,- , ,network of propositions, intellectualI ski 1 ls , and episodes.' In the network
4 I ' . .

v C 1

12 .
4
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of proposition, a'propositiort ig more than one concept that the learner

relates. A conce,i,is more than One idea. There is ,no hierarchy-7everything:

co-exists, but when bne,relates, that is a.way to remember. An

- intellectual skill is an abStraction of the network mat/trials but it is

. now njerarcliical-because of schooling. fhe"imaery construct is highly
I

visual and one rethembers because pf seeing. Remembering linguistically

storechentities may be aroused by imagesor vice versa. The episodic

,

memory structure incorporates (representation-of rersonal experience) it

is the representationof "first I did this, then I did that." Episodes

may be a special subset of images,and verbal knowledge. Memory structures

have relationship. Knowledge stating as a learning outcome can be related

to the memory structure of propositions, including relations among

pfopositions and propositions are augmented by othermemory structufes,

par lcularly images ana!episodes. The implications of this model for

instruction ,is that students' undersOnding of what; Is,being taught will
,

be deepened to the exterd-thit a greater variety of types of relevant

. ,

memorystructures:are stored and that Ihesa memory structures become

Ac 0
mutU31,11,y supportive by the development of appropriate links among them.

Definition of Content Area Reading

1140., Platt defines content reading by saying whaet isn't: ,SQ3R is

not content reading, content-reading is not concerned with rate, vocabulary

A'
growth or comprehension per se. Content reading should be called Tontent

thinking. Hal Herber, in'his.book, Teaching Reading in the Content Areas

(1978) defines oteaching reading thrOugh content" ty comparing the res-
.

0

ponsibilities qf a reading teacher to those ofa content teacher. A'

13
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rectiltig teacher,/s.curricqlum is i set of reading skills; he does not teach
4

'. ccontent Ot,develops an understanding of the processes being applied to

-

those materia1S. The content teacher ries a set of idea, as
t

his or he41

,

curriculum. ..The teao'lle'rsteaches only,the skills needed to understand the

ide,6 that the curriculum calls on them -to understand. Skill art.

pveloped functionally, not directly. The-skiPls to pe tau g are deter-

by the.content of the material'assigned for a given less n never

'the reverse.
)

Principles and Issues

- The following principles and issues of content area'reading underlie

41411he program presented iy Dr. Shoemaker to FWCS.'
,

1.' The transfer of reading( s- kills- is unnecessarywheniontent

and process are taught together. )

2. Teachingthe process is as important as.teaching the content.

3. Student interaction is more productive of. learning than

student. isolation.

4. A person tends to learn best what interests him or her most.

5. Fusin content and profess require simulating the learning

sequence thrOugh systematic teaching.
bo

6. Recognizing ideas is easier than producing theT.

7. Through teaching, relatively simple tasks can be made

unnecessarily complicated. V

8. Seudents often learn more with than from, teacher's; but, when

that happens, the "with" isalso "from."

14

4
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She ela borates on the following principles, gi.ving for each i rationale,

'definition, and point of view: eliminating the need for transfer of skills,

balancing process and content, simulating the sequire guides learning,

interactingstedents learn more, and sequencing for.the comprehension
.1

procesS..

Rationaie:

Wminati'ng the Need fal-,,,Transfer of Skills

Point Of View:

Rationale:

.

Definition:

Point of View:

Transfer of reading skills to content areas is
unnecessary.if the process of how to read and
study' in content areas taught within each area
by each teacher.

Transferring of skills is a procedure which
requires students to learn skills in one place
(e.g., from the reading teacher) and to use
them in another place (e.g:, in the science
class).

Reading slipls must be used in orderito gain
informationfromOt printed source. Skills taught
separately from the independent or content
material in which they are needed are not trans-
ferred automatically. Teaching the process,
proyiding supervised practice Ind purposeful
application of reading skills in a structured
situation; is essential for underitanding any
content mater.ial (Nemeth & Shoemaker).

Balancing Process and Content

Teaching the process is as important as teaching
the content.

Process istke means by which a substance is
learned while content is the product 'what is
learned.

Nw balances are as difficult to attain and
delicate to maintain as between the content and
the process in a subject area's curriculum and
instruction (Nerfter). Every. content area teacher

.is responsible fokr and int.tre,sted in this student's

acquisition of the 'content-7the-Product--Of his

15 V
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Rationale:
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subject. Eaci; teacher rits his students to learn
more than just the course contet, he wants them
to be able to continue a lifelAg learning in the
subject areb. In ordhr to accomplish this, his.
students must know "how to learn" the subject
matter--the process: concerned teacher will
teach them to establish independent learning
habits through a balance of process and content.

4

Simulating the Sequenced Guides Learning

2

Systemati teaching Vmuilatts learning,by
gmlding_students tbrequgh the-process.

Point of View'
0-

RationaIR:

ti

Simulating the skills aecluence involves walking
students*through-tile theoretic hierarchy of
skills.

Most psychologists agree that learning takes
place in a systoafic-manper proceeding from easy
to 4ifficult steps which result in simple to pro-
gressively more co4.,.lex behaviors on the part: of
the learner" (Nerlieth_& Shoemaker).

Dr. Harold Aerber,has suggested a hierarchy of
comprehenaion skills and a process of vocabulary
techniques which lead students through the
learning p:roacegs'. ,The teachers' guidance has

sufficient flexibility and latitude to permit
students to use their,own sicsteds forpursuing.
ideas and appiying skills.

One specific aPplicttion of this theory can be
observed within theL instructrons given for
assignments. Guidance through instructions
includes 44 ktaterpent of the'purpose of the
exercise, methods ';for validating the answers,
and the expectation that justification for
answers will be,required.

Interacting Students Learn More

Students who work in small study teams where
discussions are an"iAtegral part of their
assignments learn,better than students who
work independently without discussion.

lb
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Definition:

Point of View:

Tear
directed:

Student
diredted:

Objectives

1
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Interacti-on theprocess of students Meeti
to discuss the detils,, relationshipt, and
concepts implicVt/in the content area.

Discernible results of student interaction haVe
been noted by va ious researchers. Currell
found interest, tenticin, and comprehension

inpreased whe pupils work in small study
teams,. Herber, 'Vacca, agd Sanders all cite.
evidehte that discussion produces.gains in
learning. -,

Accordingto 1Barron, Herber, and others,
'students' interaction should focus on giving
supportive evidence for their assignment
answers. When responses are evaluated in
light of this supportive evidence, student
interest and motivation increase.

Sequencing for the Comprehension Process

1: statements with references -.
21 statements without references .

3/r questions with references
4: question's without refdrences

5. questions without references
' 6: statements without references

Too often-vie assume that by doing #4, students can
perfoum #6.

There are different levels of comprehension or
cognition. They are related; in a sense you

' Could say tha*t one leadi tO another. Levels of
comprehension consists of the following terms:

S

1. literalwhat dicthe author say?

2, interpretivewhat did the author mean?

appl10--how can we relate what we learned
'from the author and from our own experience?

$

.

For FWCS the objective is to produce an independent reader on all three

levels literal, interketive, and applied. They want a reader who can

A .

f
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read' the/lines, read between the lines, and understand what the author
G

. meant, and take,what the author said and apply it to the reader's own.life

expe riences. They want a reader who can answer the questions, "What does

- he say?", "4hat does he mean?"., and "So what?". 1f the content area

teachers can produce such reader's, then -it :follows thaL these students

be able to master thlocourse content and paN.the minimum competency .

'requirements of the C-1 law. FWCS will theh be\able to brea he a sigh of

re lief when it sends' the tests rssucts,to the iepartment of Public

Instruction.

9 Herb'er's ultimate Objective appears to be to improve_students' ability

to ilidepencintly comprehend content area reading.materiais (expository

prosk The more immediate objective is to facilitate students' under-

,

f
standing of a particular text through,teacher-prepared lessons. The

implied cri teri6p tasks for students-are geacher-prepared .testsknd

possibly standardized ebiltent-area tests (Campione & Armbruster, 1980).

* /1

Assumptions_aboa Reading/Learning, from Text and Teaching

Dr. S,hoemaker's Herber-based program has the follov:/ing assumptions

about how student; Yearn content from,reading atext.

i. Reeding is a three-level thinking prpces?. The literal

level, involves decoding. The interpretive level involves
#

interpreting the me&ling of the decoded words by identifying

the ideastor concepts from inn-a-telt relationships. The

applied level involves relating the presented ideas to prior

knowledge and experience:
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2. Reading entails the ability to reason about, what has been

read. Reasoning can be open or closed. Closed reasoning 1s

content- bound, intrinsic to tba text and is closely related
(X,

to the literal and interpretive levels'of compfrehension.

Open reasoning is content-free, extrinsic, and associated

with the applie4 level of comprehension.
ff.

3/ Readers must be able to identify and use the typical organiza-
,

t ional patterns of text (cause-effect, compalie-contrast,

tigle order, and simple listing). .

4. Readers must have the ability to deal with new ,'vocabulary,

particularly how.to acqUire word. definitions, and meanings

from contexti word structure'and the dictionary.

1

5. The functional approach to reading instrOctipn is better than ,

the direct approach.' Reading instruction
Aw
should be done by

subjactmatterteachersusing. resource materials normally used

4'
in the curriculum.

A\

6. .Students shouldn't be taught a bout reading,, but should be
-r

taught hop to apply ,the reading end reasoning processes

effectively. If students "walk through" simulations of basic

reading /reasoning processes, they wi rcevelitually.be able to

use the processes independently.
I

Lear'ning is facilitated in, student-centered instruction;

./ e
students 'should be. actively invol:/ed,fn the learnin9 proceSs

and be encouraged to discover the relevante,of their prior

knowlqge'and experience to the. immediate task/

11.

4

4

a
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8. Students can benffit both pnitively and effectively from
.

e , . -....,
, 1

working in small, randipmJy-assigned groups used regularly in

the classroom.

Instructional Methodand-Procedures

T

The main inSttuetional methods are teacher-prepared, structural
. lk

.essons and,smalr group discussions. According to Ken) Richardson, reading 4

teacter'at Snider Hidh School, the method is to get students to simulate

4.

the process one goeS through ,to read effectively. lt:,is'an interactive

method, using small groups,,randomly assigned. Each student in the group

has a guide: one student acts as a leader for the group, helping. he

less able to use the guides on the three levels. Sometimes a 41 le period

is' pent on the guides, other times only,erpart of a period. 'Students

read the material with the guide beside them. They cap read(the guide

or
s.'first or simultaneously.

Herber recommends that the overfill .sequence of instruction include

three stages: preparing the students to read, guiding the students as

i
they read, prid)developing independence appropriate totile students' needs-

.ki progress. The preparation stage involves establishing mOtivation,e. I
- .

, .._

.

provid:ingpp frame of reference in terms ol\background information and

review, establishing anticipation angArpose for reading, giving
. . ,

,

. .

*directions fo
ir

use of the materials, and promoting vocabulary development.;

In the guidance stage, students use teacher- prepa4d guides for levels of

comprehension,' organizational patterns, gnd reasoning. During' the e
,

independence stage, students apply the processes and concepts.' .

/

. . f'
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The following procedure :1s recommended by Herber for preparation and

use of the exercises. The teacher should first apply the relevant sx

. process (levels of comprehension, organizational patterns, or reasoning)

to the text or other informatidn'...source. Next the end product of the 4

/applied process is given to students in the form of declarative statements.

Students must cite evidence -frog the infqrmation source to support their

decision about the aRprop iateness of the statements. During tHesandomly-
.

.assigned small group dis ussions, students should discuss cogni.tive

4

processes and content.

Dennis McClurg, former social science teacher at Snider High,Sehool,

states that when teachers use Shoemaker/Herber philosophy.of content area

reading, they must incorporate this philosophy in theIr testing. The

test is a test of the students' comprehension, of'the process. Ifla

student had been asked to read a paragraph and the pattern was compare-

comtrast,.the test would ask the student to identify the pattern used es
. -

wet as the subject matter. For the applied part of the _test, studenes

in
,,as

studies had beery studying a unit on ethnic groups, they would

.

have essay questions like these: (a) All oaks are trees, but not all

;,'
trees are oaks. Apply this statement to the unit. just completed andto

your own life's experience. (b) Is American society cqmbina.tion'salad

with French dressing or cote slaw? Use'the unit just completed and your

own life experiegcesto answer the'question. According to McClurg, hot

8-

alr students can do the applied part of the v'st, but the objective is

to have all students do the literal part and almost all do the,interpre-
.

five 'Dori, and os many as possible do the applied part. ,/

21
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The structured overview part of the Sho4kaker/Herber program appealed

to 'McClurg. The structured overview is a pre- and post-organizer. In

the preparation stage the teache'r would take all cor)cepts in the unit

'and put them on tt blackboard in the structured overview: It ties all

'the parts together showing what is related'to what. The whole is on the

board this chapter. In the chapter tpst, Apachers can have the students

use the structured overview qp a post organizer. If there were 18 concepts,

( the teacher could pyt 18 words on 3 x 5cards, one word on each card.

Each Small group would be given a set of cards and askedto arrange the

cards on the floor in a pattern to show how the ideas are related. Then

each group travels to the others group and sees the differences the'

patterns. Each-group must explain to the teacher and other groups the

reasens for why they did what they did. The teacher, and other students

then evaluate to see if their,pattern is correct or a possible alternative.

w .

-Dr. ShcieMakex used'those same Instructional methods and procedures

with the content area teachers to teach them how to read/learn from

content area sources. They were randomly-assigned to small groups and

giyen reading assignments from Herber's book and reading guides. They

simulated the reading process themselves while learning the' content.

Evaluation of the Program

Evaluation by FMCS Personnel.

Teachers and administrators of FWCS are pleas w-ith the content area

reading program initiated by Dr, Shoemaker.. One teacher; said that it was
4

the first time in cen years of teaching experience that a commitment had

been made by a school system to a consultant to come in on a longterm

basis-and work with teachers on something they could use practi6lly in

4.. 2.?
)

,to
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a classroom. Always before it had been a one hour, one day, one night,

or one weekend shot. This is what motivated him to get involved in it.

Dr'., Platt considered it a success because it was not a "fllm-flam"
4,

inservice program. A reading specia-list was not brought in for one and

a half hours or for one day with the thought that there would be a\pay

off. One of the reasons 'of the success was the continuing support group

the content area teachers had throughout the past four years. Content

reading, he feels, is a difficult methodology and it is easy for a

teacher to get discouraged, to think that he's out in. left field doing

somethirig that no one cares about. Teachers needed'eo celebrate' their

successes and lament their failures, and could do so with the support group

consisting of the consultant Dr. Shoemaker, the system-wide secondary

reading committee, school adffildistrators and fellow content area teacher

volunteers. Because content-reading is not easy, he felt it necessary

to get someone who knows something. Dr. Shoemaker is one of the dozen

or so people qualified in the country to carry on a good content area

reading program, according to Dr. Platt. (The other even are also

isdispiPles of Hal Herber.) Content reading s not en inservice that makes

weak teachers better. It does make good teachers better. Because it is

abstract, the weak ones drop out. But it is a good inservice program.

Dennis McClurg also felt that the best thing about the program was

that'it was'the first time an inservice event went beyond a one-rime

spot. It dealt with the curriculum an4 continued and was practical. The

teachers could create materials they would use, non-commercial materials.

The inservice.conitinued because readingwae'not, separated from the subject.

g,3
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.v
There are some poSsibie problems to consider, -howeyer, McClurg noted.-

Teachers can overkii the program. He related that at one pdint students

went up to an accounting teacher saying;-"We are bombarded with readpg

guides! Four out of five of our 'teachers are usi g them: What rs going

4/4

on here, a new Course?" Mlpy teachers 6opped out, too. ACtimes, they
fi^

drbpped out after getting whatthey wanted. English'teache' and coaches, 4

for instance had time problems and So dropped out after tipe. Some

teachers dropped out because they cc:didn't handle it-4.7they were unwilling

to commit the time. To draw up a reading guide for one assignment required

four to six hours. Doing this becomes easier after fa while and then two

or three can be whipped out in*an hour. Once a:teacher has them, they

can be reused. However, when text adoption times comes and a new text is

-adopted, then 'new guides must be written: Text adoption was ejector in
I

the dedision of some teachers deciding not to be a parrof the program.

In addition to the preparation time being a drawback, the time

needed in class to teach whatisbeing taught in the course means that

not all the course material will be covered. There is also a paper expense

for the schools because of the number of reading guides used by each

student; But the reading gu'ides are Worth the expense and time. The

-1 patterns and gurdes'aren't course-specific, the guides are the process

so, since the program emphasizes vocabulary development, and preteaches,

prior knpMedge is not a factor. The guides are a "road map" and students .

really do use them.

Another good point about the program is that it forces the teacher to

read the material he is asking the, students to read and ask why he wants

students to read it. Teachers learwto use readability measures.

24
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Dr. Shoemaker taught five kinds and p.Istqmized readability=measuring for

etch department. Teachers diaknot concentrate on badly written texts but,

on what' is in the text they had, reading it more analytically. They were

Intei-ested in the subject matter and not the reading Of the text, so

were often unaware or uninterested in whether the tent was well-written.

The three-level guides are an asset. The average and below average

students learned the most from comprehension levels one and two Teachers

got more student participation es a result of the Inservice. After the

students read the assignMent and use the reading.guidethe.teacher goes

over the reading guide in class and fair-Ids that all students can answer

some questions. The good readers help the poor readers in small groups by

explainipg the interpretive level. Also, the reading guiides,can be used

for non-print materials. Art, teachers used them to "read" a picture.

Other teachers usethem for films, tapes, and record s. An industrial

arts teacher uses them for the verbal directions on using the electric saw.

Ken Richardson also gives high marks to the inservice. He said that

in his opinion students internalize the reading process. What they do is

reading, with the teacherls guidance. There is nothing standardized about

the program. It is'all customized and not mass produced. It is very timeit
consuming, however. The inferencing part of the program is the most

difficult. Mos't of the-teachers, according to Ken, love the program

be

1:

ause it works.

Meeting the Criteria for Inservice Programs

Indiana teachers, like teachers everywhere, have certain criteria

they want a reading Inservice program to meet. Gibson and Lockwood (1979)

t2 5

0
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fopnd that respondents to the .secondary reading programs survey rated

inservice effective if the planni.ng for it s conducted'by a cogibinat

of in-service leaders and teachers. They indicated that teacher partTci-i

J

pation is an important mfactor it planningiond impleenting meaningful
,

iRAervice. Several faCtors were noted as limitatiOns to the effective- ti ,*.4

ness of the inservice training prograMs. They were, in order of magnitude:

1. Lack of meaningful follow -up activities to expand beyond

the programpresentation;

2. Insufficient practical application to the actual teachin4

situation;

3. Lack of staff, students or community involvement in planning;

A: Program goals too ambitious for the time allotted.

The Division of Reading Effectiveness found on their visits to schools

with.suCcessful content area reading programs other criteria)that program

directors and teachers wanted inservice programs to meet To work well,

an iriservice program must:

Be.a number onepriority for a m strators and staff;
r-

Z.' Provide released time or reduced c a s loads for teachers;

3. Pay teachers for their time

4. Have teacher, participants willing to put in extra, time during

the school day and outside the schOol;

5. Survey teacher needs bgfore'the inservice;,-

)ik

6. Evaluate the inserViiceafterwords and the teacher participants;

7. Have administrators participating-in the inservice so they can

better evaluate the inservice effecti
4
veness;

26 I
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B. Have a leader,who is a "people" person, one who enjoys-Working
1

with the staff, a "go-getter" with charisma; ,

9. Have a leader who is' knowledgeable and experienced in teaching

on the secondary level;

10.Ave teacher%partipants willing to look at content and infor-
,

r'

400

*P.

..', ;4.,
'..,*

, 'ffiation sources from the students' perspective.4 *. lx -, .,

40* 4"

In a,chapter giv ing guidelines for inservice education (Smith, Otto,

& Hansel, 1978), the authors point out there are three serious mistakes

often made in planning and imPleMenting in-service rograms: failure to

relate st &jf participants! needs; failure to select appropriate activities;

and failure to assure effectiveness by using sufficient staff and paler

'
4 resources. One set of guideline's they suggest schools follow is the

+10.

following: emphasize benefarts, secure voluntary participation, limit

group Size, idehtify prbblemsl set feasible goals, sharsgthe planning,
a

plan.divel-gentPactivities, enlist administrative support, arrange, for
. -1..-4 ..., P-.' .f

releasd:time,-provide evaluation, make a tments% and make inservice
; -

.'-.

cpntinu us.

(Zi

The FWCS contenl area reading inservice- -does not meetseverat,of the

criteria set forth by Indiana teachers and reading educators. Althoughq
the se nd ry r qading committee a der,High School dtd recommend that

Dr. Shewmaker lead-the. inservice, most of th planning and decisitn'making

appears done gy Dr.'Ptatt. Once, Dr. Shoe aker arrived on the scene,
.

. , g

it was I cut and dried. Teachees were not f plannjng the
-

program; it was all'prdpatkaged.' The teac'her's` ln fort Wayne,do not' appeal

to have been surveyed for a needs assessment, we'r'e not 'Oven released ti

ap4-41ere not paid far'their time.
-4
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*A,

The inservice program at FWCS does however meet most of the criteila

.for a good inservice program. It meets these criteria: It has meaningful

followup activities beyond the original present:Son; has practical

application to the actual classroom, is a top p'ridrity for administrators

and staff, as administrator participation, provi'es for evaluation of
y.

the inservice, has a quality, knowledgeable, charismic leader, secured

voluntary participants,iimited the group size, set feasible goals, planned

divergent activities, provided for adjustments and made inservice continuous.

Based on the criteria for inservice programs, this inservice program rates

.1*

high.

Evaluation of. Criteria, for Lerning from Texts

The Herbe -based content reading program at FWCS has many features

about it that help students learn from texts.

'Program Strengths

1,

1. The'program is systematic: Many Content area reading progr4

and rqdling inservice programs, are not.

2. The program is top-down, and wholly . Herber does not believe
-

. in fragmedting reading, using Ooodman's viewg,for support.
..,

.
.,

,. ,

3. Theliprotam focuses on important compirehehsion skills: the'
t *''

1

.

`,literal, interpretive, applied levels,'the common orgahi.za-
,

4F,
tional patterns, reasoning, .v.ocabulary, development, predictioh

as motivation,,and assessment.
.4,

.i.

.

The program is process-oriented. HerDer emphasizes the process

of reading as he omly,,way to Learn from texts- -the "how to."

28 w
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5. The program teaches the process,' the strategies to the teachers.

Teachers learn content area concepts and techniques before

attempting to use the program in their classrois. Many

teachers need this because they are deficient in reading /thinking

skills.

6. The program is interactive. Students are not isolated, but

learn with the-k teachers as well as,from them. They learn

from their peers, also.

7. The program exposes poor readers to the same 'skills as good

readers. Herber assumes that poor readers can reaSon.and read.

The program makes some adjustments for poor readers but as high

expectations for them.

8, The program requires evidence as support for answers. Many

studats today have not been.held very.accountable for giving

sevidence from the text itself, outside sources, or their own

xperience to support theif opiniohs.

The Shoemaker/Herber program, howeyer, does pot meet certain criteria

for programs that 'help students 'earn how to learn from texts. Questions

can be raised about some bf the learning and teachil assumptions.
.

'Program Limitations

.e.

1. The program_ is general. To accomplish the objectives of
e

secondary eduCation, an insenrice program must provide 1406ai

general models of learning and specific models. In addition

. to the general reading concepts that Herber presents, students
. ,.

3, ,

need content-specific,strategies. Bransford (1980) notes that
P.

11*

29'
. r'
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in developing cognitiye s.kM1sso students can learn to-

learn with mastery and,preciSion, theitsreed the general

approach of programs like Fejestei's InStrumental enrichment

. --.
.

and also a specific content Approach. Students need .4eneral
.

'-------

strategies and content- specific steategies in order to learn

fromtext.

2. The program does not 401 with some skills that it should.

Herber does not belieye that getting the main idea and detecting

the author's mood al=e important skills. Davis ( , however,

reported after considerable study that comprehension is composed

of separate skills and abilities such as understanding word

meanings (and discerning them in'context)., verbal reasoning

getting ale maln idea,and detecting the author's mood. Her

deals with only the' first three skills.
*

3. The program is not based on recent research in reading compre-

hgosion and instructional psychology. In Herber's second

edition-Tea'ching Reading in the Content Areas (1978) only four

references are used'ihat were publishaafter 1975 and only a

few additional ones.after.1970% Most of his references using'

empirical research".re student's dissertations from Syracuse

University. In Chapter. Five:six of the thirteen references
vs

were Syracuse dissertations, and ;n Chapter Six,- seven of

. the eleven references were Syracuse students. None of the

recent advances in-instructlonal psychology such as problem-
!.

solving; met'acognition, developmentally based instruct-ion,

global psychological models, etc-. (Glaser, 1978) are tvident

-30
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ineis prograM. No recent 'studies are cited000 respect,

to the more advanded stages of comprehending information from

text, functionally uNing text in order to learn from it, and
ti

analyzing ideas. The pres,prit research themes of comprehension

as the construction of knowledge, the structure.of discourse

and the importance of prior knowledge are most in evidence

-Cdlaser, 1979;:-

4. The'program has no empirical evidence that readers can trap

the skklls in the program to other reading situations and that

readers do in fact become autonomous. Herber (1978) has no

evidence for his statement, ".. . and if they (teachers) use

essentially the same process across the grades as well as across

the subjects, then surely-0e students ultimately will be able

to apply that process on their own." He also says, "We have

not run case studies for high school students who have been

involved in this kind of instruction. However, we have worked

wtth schools over long periods of time and have observed that

studenti do kidded internalize, the strategies, and find them

increasingly useful as they progress througn the grades. Much

of the data for this conclusion is informal" .0980. ,Follow up

studies, especially longitudinal studies are needed to verify

the program.

5. The program does not teach autonomy. .Readers .need td.learn

to funCtion autonomously in addition too interactively. Herber's

program may encourage dependency on a system that will need to
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be abandoned, like the reconstruct ion of-the oral language

system fvr written composition (Bereiter S Scardamalia, in

press). ,

./
6. The program does not often result in quality teacher products.

Inn examination of the products produced by &CS teacher

participating in the program; few were close to the quality of

examples used by Herber in his text and Dr, Shoemaker. Out of

a total of 33 products included in e FWCS notebook, 19 of them

wereivocabulary,reinforcement exercises (because they are easy

to produce?). Although Herber states in his vocabulary chapter

that "one can draw a,parallet between definitions of words and

the literal level of comprehension and a parallel between

meanings of words and both the interpretive and applied levels

,of comprehensions" and that definitions are only a start. All

of the 19 vocabulary exercises except one were definitions or

games on the literal level. Only one was yeaning exercise'

using analogy. Herber advocates and illustrates use of

'exercises for word structure, categorizing, word building,

associations shades of meaning, analogies, and definition, yet

only definitions, word recognitio magic squares, chinese word

puzzles, scrambled words, crossword puzzles; word hunts were
de

created as products. Two predictor guides were made, six.

structural overviews, six 3 level guides, three reasoning

guides and six organizational pattern guides.. Of the organiza-
)

tional guides, all were cause and effect.except one compprison/

contrast. .No simple list(ng or temporal' patterns' were made.

.32
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r
,The middle-school products Wer less sagi sfactort than the

high school products. The products produced by:English and

math teachers were'more sa factory than those by other content

tl

area teachers. It is unfair
k

to make adjustments about. the ) G
. ,

'program based on 33 products froM one school, but the products

do raise questions. Have the teachers lealrned the strategies?'
..0aN

Do they prefer to do the literal level wrcises because they

are easy and student preferred?

7. The program's' s

i
rUctural overviews are too general. The struc-

tural overviews are to be used as pre and post organizers and
4

supposedly slow relationships between concepts. But they, like

. 1
SQR3t, are gendal and not contentspecific. They show in general

the who, what, when information only. Word( instead of tVntences

are used and students end up with clusters but not the knowledge

of what caused them, to be clustered. Stbdents need to have

content-specific schemas such as the biological,system. The

structural overviews require subsuming only but not relationships

like mappings. In a structured overvieW.of a nati9n schema, on

page 158 of Herber's text, geologists, for instance, would look

at jt differently from historians. Students need to be helped

to think like a scientist while reading a science text. The

sooner they can do this, the more effectively they'll read

;Ar4oruster & Anderson, 080). dor'

8. The program's organizational patterni are too general and limited.

The most widely used general frames or patterns of, organization
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in textbooks seems to be compare/contrast, problem4Olution, .

definition/example according to Armbruster and Anderson (1980). -

Herber concentrates oncause and effect, comparison- contra't,

siniOde listing and temc;oral, ignoring probleN/solution and

definition/example. In addition to general patterns, tlikooks

also include content-specific frames such as' the "scientific

theory" frame or the "process" found in science.textg (Armbruster

6 Anderson, 980). 'Perhaps the organizational,patfer.ns could

better be taught'by using structured ffow-chartiHg, a visual

representation (Geva, 19f30).

9, The program does not teach teachers and students to deal with

badly-written texts. Herbel does have a small section on

readability and Dr..Shoemaker did deal with readability formu las

and cloze,'but in addition to this knowledge, teachert need to

orit

know the other factors that cause a text. be readable or

unreadable such as number of propositions per paragraph (Kintsch,

1977); topic shifts; information about the author's frame for

the tent area and how that frame As reflected in .the

orgpnization of the major parts of the textbook, how chapters

are related to each other and the title, hdw sections are

related to each other and the title and how paragraph sentences

are related to head.ings, subheadings, or topic sentences; and

irrelevant information (Anderson, Armbruster,iKantor, 1980;

Armbruster & AndersoniA1980): Other readability factors not

covered by the,forrs and cloze procedures are flow of

\
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infor,Mation (Vonde Kopple, 1980); purposes and shared exper-

iences of author and reader; ideas, relationships between ideas

and structure (Tierney & Mosenthal, in press).

10.'4 The program does not recognize the necessity of informing

\,students of the rati rule or significance of the activities

they are performing. At no point in the instruction del teachers

tell students, the reasons--why they,do what they do or why.it is

important to do what they do or how they can use the strat,egies

in one class to transfer skills to another novel situation

(Brown, Campione, & Day, 1980). Bransfor4ZStein, Shelton and

Owings (in press) point out how important it is for learning

,how to learn that students know the rationale and significance

of facts, know how to recognize a difficult problem and ask

themselves relevant questions. Students need to know about

reading.

Impact of the Program

On the Local Level

It ,seems likely bkiat the FWCS content area reading program will make
,

an impact. on surrounding school systems. Ope of the nine content area

workshops of the Division of Reading Effectiveness was located in Fort

Wayne in December of this year. No doubt personnel from FWCS attended the

w9rkshopA further elaborate on the information concerning their'program

Riven ih the tape/slide presentation. No dbubt teacher products were

available front the product bank for'teachers to examine, and invitations

extended for visits to the content area classrooms of FWCS to see the
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program in .operation. The proposed env program with 04 graduates of the

'Shoemaker inservice and Ind urdue University courge providingjn-.

service to other FWCS teachers may result in their eventually providing

inservice to nearby schools. The teachers' organization of surrounding

area schools is bound to become aware of the successful content area

reading program at PWC1"and ask for assistance -froth them in the form of

inservice by the in-house expertS or for courses at Indiana-Purdue

University taught by in-hduse experts. The smaller school corporations

have no funds to hire a- consultant like Dr. Shoemaker and probably no

personnel able to write grant proposals for suc a consultant on a long-

term basis, butAhey cou+d easily afford the in-house experts Of FWCS

if they are allowed to u e them. The local school systems have had no

inservice programs in reading, and they are concerned about Rule C-1 also.

On the State Level

According to Ken Richardson, the state universities have had nothing

to offer that amounts to anything in *content area reading. Fort Wayn is

the only school system in Indiana using the Shoemaker /Ferber approach to

content reading. In comparison with the other six approaches that were

considered successful by the program directors in the Division of Reading

Effectivaess selection, Fart Wayne's seems superior. If the FWCS in-
.

house experts aro effectiveinservico consultants, then 'FWCS could-have

an impact on the whole otatel These inservice.consultants could teach

inservice courses during the lu er at various universities, influence the

preservice required course tontent, put on workshops by themselves or in

conjunction with the Division of Reading Effectiveness. Because of Fort
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Wayne's success, other large school'' systems in the state may hire free-

lance consultants trained by Herber. Whether they do or hot will probably

depend on the results of the proposed FWCS experiment with in-house

experts. Inservice has no:place to be but up in Indiana. Because of

'Rule C-1, reading inservice Is a necessity and schools are looking for
t .

1

a good model. The content area reading program at FWCS is a good model

* fora start. With some adj4JsOlents.by research-knOwledgeable reading
. J --.4c k,
personnel, it could be an effective model for the whole state.
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